Abstract: In 1999, Kansas gained worldwide notoriety when the state Board of Education passed creationist influenced science standards. Now in 2004 it looks as if history might repeat itself. Next year the state Board is likely to again adopt anti-evolution science standards.

The “intelligent design” (ID) movement is leading the way with their “Wedge” strategy: attacking science, and evolution in particular, in order to “defeat materialism and its devastating cultural consequences.” They are trying use the state science standards as a political means to achieve their religious and cultural ends.

Want to learn more? Want to find out what you can do?

Jack Krebs is currently a member of the state science standards review committee. He is a high school teacher and former curriculum director, with undergraduates degrees in anthropology and education, teaching experience in math, technology, and sociology, and curriculum experience in science, math, language arts, social studies, and human health and sexuality. Jack is vice-president of Kansas Citizens for Science (KCFS), a group formed in 1999 in response to the creationist/anti-evolution state science standards adopted in that year.
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